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Present-day motion of the Sierra Nevada block and some tectonic
implications for the Basin and Range province, North American
Cordillera
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• Meghan
Miller,2 Frederic
Farina,
• Hongzhi
Wang
• andDanielJohnson
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Abstract. Global Positioning System (GPS) data from some continentalareasappearto behave like oceanic
five sites on the stable interior of the Sierra Nevada block

lithospherein one important respect:deformationis

in narrow fault zones that
are inverted to describeits angular velocity relative to occasionallyconcentrated
relative motion betweenrigid blocks. The
stableNorth America. The velocity data for the five sites accommodate
fit the rigid block model with rms misfits of 0.3 mm/yr Sierra Nevada block in the western United States is
block
(north)and 0.8 mm/yr (east), smaller than independently probablya goodexampleof a rigid continental
estimateddata uncertainty,indicatingthat the rigid block [Wright,1976]. Seismicity
aroundits marginsdelineates
model is appropriate. The new Euler vector, 17.0øN, an aseismic
regioneastof the SanAndreasfault and west
137.3øW, rotation rate 0.28 degreesper million years, of the Basin and Rangeextensionalprovince(Figure 1).
predictsthat the block is translatingto the northwest, However,a rigoroustestof the rigidity of this blockhas
nearly parallel to the plate motion direction, at 13-14 neverbeenperformed
(nor,to ourknowledge,
for anyother
mm/yr,fasterthanpreviousestimates.Using the predicted continentalblock or microplate). Perhapsthe Sierra
Sierra Nevada block velocity as a kinematic boundary Nevadablock is not rigid at all, and the absenceof
conditionand GPS, VLBI and other data from the interior seismicityindicatesa weak block undergoingdiffuse
and margins of the Basin and Range, we estimatethe aseismic deformation, or strain accumulationon a few
velocitiesof some major boundaryzone faults. For a locked faults cutting the block, previously assumed
transect approximately perpendicularto plate motion inactiveor activeat low strainrates (e.g., the Kern Canyon
throughnorthernOwensValley, the easternCaliforniashear fault),to bereleasedin futurelargeearthquakes.
zone(westemboundaryof the Basin and Range province) Spacegeodesy
canrigorously
testthe concept
of rigid
accommodates
11+1 mm/yr of right-lateralshearprimarily continentalblocks,just as it can measurethe angular
on two faults, the Owens Valley-White Mountain (3+2 velocityandtest the rigidity of largerplates[Argusand
mm/yr) and Fish Lake Valley (8+2 mm/yr) fault zones, Gordon,1996;Dixon et al., 1996]. Sincethe motionsof
basedon a viscoelasticcoupling model that accountsfor rigidblocksorplatesona sphere
canbe described
by Euler
the effectsof the 1872 Owens Valley earthquakeand the (angular
velocity)vectors[e.g.,Chase,1978;Minsterand
rheologyof the lower crust. Togetherthese two faults, Jordan, 1978; DeMets et al., 1990], we can test whether
separatedby less than 50 km on this transect,define a velocitydatafromsiteson a continental
blockarewell fit
region of high surfacevelocity gradienton the eastern by a givenEulervector,and whethervelocitypredictions

boundary
of the SierraNevadablock. The Wasatch
Fault onthemarginsof the blockbasedon this Eulervectorare
zone accommodatesless than 3+1 mm/yr of east-west
extensionon the easternboundaryof the Basin and Range
province. Remaining deformationwithin the Basin and
Rangeinterioris alsoprobablylessthan 3 mm/yr.
1. Introduction

consistent with other observations. An accurate estimate of

Sierra Nevada block motion also holds the key to

understanding
certainaspectsof Pacific-NorthAmerican
plateinteraction
[e.g.,Atwater,1970;1989;Dixonet al.,
1995; Wellset al., 1998;Hearn and Humphreys,1998].
Minster and Jordan [1987] first appliedspacegeodetic
data to estimate motion of the Sierra Nevada block,

definingnorthwestmotionof the blockat a velocityof
characterized
by diffusezonesof deformation,quite distinct -10+2 mm/yr. Argus and Gordon [1991] estimatedan
Plate

boundaries

within

continents

are

often

from the narrowplate boundariesthat characterize
oceanic Euler vector for the block, defining counterclockwise
lithosphere
anddefinelargerigid plates. However,at least rotationof the block abouta pole locatedcloseto and
southwestof the block, and northwestto north-northwest
motionof the blockat 9-11 mm/yr, dependingon location.

Paper number 1998TC001088.

Both of thesepioneeringstudiesusedvery long baseline
interferometry
(VLBI) data from a few sites near the
deforming
eastern
marginof the block. The smallnumber
of sitesavailableat the time precluded
a test of the rigid
block hypothesis,while the site locationslimited the
accuracy
of the relativemotion estimatesfor the Sierra
Nevadablock, sincethey are not actuallylocatedon the
stableblock(Figure 1). New Global PositioningSystem
(GPS)datafromsitesonthe stableinteriorandmarginsof

0278-7407/00/1998TC001088512.00

the block are now available, enabling us to perform a
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Figure 1. Regionalneotectonicmap for the westernUS, and(inset) major bounding plates: PA, Pacific plate,
JF, Juande Fucaplate,NA, stableNorth America. Active faults on margins of SierraNevada block (SNB) are
from Jenningsand Saucedo[1994]: bsf, Bartlett Springsfault; dvfcf, Death Valley-FurnaceCreek fault zone;
gf, Garlock fault; gvf, Green Valley fault; hcf, Hunting Creek fault; hlf, Honey Lake fault; hmpvf, Hunter
Mountain-PanamintValley fault zone; mf, Maacamafault zone; mvf, Mohawk Valley fault zone; rcf, Rogers
Creek fault zone; ovf, Owens Valley fault zone; saf, San Andreas fault. CNSB, Central Nevada seismic belt.
Faults in easternBasin and Range (BAR) are from Smith and Arabasz [1991] and include active faults and
Late Cenozoic faults that are possibly active; wf, Wasatch fault zone. Seismicity from the University of
California, Berkeley catalog at http://quake.geo.berkeley.edu/cnss/catalog-search.html
shows all events after
1960 with magnitude>4.5 and depth less than 30 km. Note paucity of events within SNB. Spacegeodetic
sites within the seismically active easternboundary of SNB and Basin and Range interior shown as open
triangles with four letter identifiers. Sites on SNB are omitted for clarity here, but are shown in Figure 3
(location outlined by light solid line).

rigoroustest of the rigid blockhypothesis,
and refineour

the interiorof the SierraNevadablock, on its eastern

understandingof Sierra Nevada motion and associated margin,
andin theinteriorof theBasinandRangeprovince
crustal deformation.
These data, and the new (Figures1 and3; Table 1);

interpretations
theyafford,arethefocusof thispaper.

2. Observationswere made at semi-permanent,
continuously
recordingstationsin California,on or near

2. Observationsand Data Analysis
ways:

theSierra
Nevada
block,including
Quincy(QUIN),partof
theInternational
GPSService
(IGS)network,
operating
for
The datausedin this studywereobtainedin several morethan5 years;Columbia
(CMBB) in California,
part
of theBayAreaRegionalDeformation
(BARD)network,

1. Annual campaignswere conductedin August- operating
for about5 years;ORVB, UCD1 and SUTB,
September
between1993 and 1998, althoughnot all sites alsopartof the BARD network,operating
for about2
wereoccupiedeachyear. Most siteswere observedfor 24 years.Stations
operating
for lessthan2 years(asof March
hoursper day for 3-5 days,in campaigns
in 1993, 1994, 1999)arenotconsidered
in thisreport;
1995and 1998(Figure2). Whereavailable,the resulting5
3. Observations
weremade at 16 semi-permanent,

yeartime seriesprovideaccuratesite velocity data, as GPS
velocityerrorsdependstronglyon the total time spanof
observations[Mao et al., 1999]. These sites are locatedon

continuously
recording
stations
widelydistributed
through
eastern
and centralNorthAmerica,operated
by various
agencies,
usedto definea stableregional
reference
framefor
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Figure 2. GPS positions(relativeto ITRF-96) as a functionof time,with an arbitraryconstant
removed. Error
bars(Table3) omittedfor clarity. Slopeof bestfit line from weightedleastsquaresgives velocitiesin Table I.
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Table 1. GPS Site Velocities Relative to ITRF-96

Latitude,
degN

CEDA (CedarCreek)

35.75

118.59

CMBB(Columbia)
a

38.03

120.39
117.36
114.84
118.14
117.81
118.29
121.50
120.94
118.73
121.82
119.25

GFLD (Goldfield)
37.82
ELYA (Ely)
39.29
KMED (KennedyMeadows)
36.02
OASI (Oasis)
37.52
OVRO (OwensValley RadioObservatory) 37.23
ORVB (Oroville)
39.55
QUIN (Quincy)
39.97
SPRN (Springville)
36.18
SUTB (SutterButtes)
39.21
TIOG (TiogaPass)
37.93

UCDI(UCDavis)
b

38.54

WGRD (WestguardPass)
WMTN (White Mountain)

37.27
37.57

V•19•:ity, mm/yr

Longitude,
degW

West

North
-3.6 + 0.9
-5.1
-11.0
-11.6
-3.0
-8.5
-7.3
-6.6
-6.5
-3.9
-5.9
-3.8

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

0.7
1.6
0.8
0.6
1.6
1.0
1.1
0.6
1.1
1.2
0.5

Vertical

19.3 + 1.2

-1.4 + 2.9

19.4
10.8
14.8
18.5
11.5
16.9
21.9
18.8
20.2
22.2
21.7

-9.6
2.6
-2.5
-1.5
-0.5
-5.8
-7.2
-4.0
-3.1
-0.4
0.4

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

1.4
2.7
1.1
0.9
2.7
1.6
1.7
0.9
1.8
2.0
1.0

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

3.1
5.8
2.9
2.8
5.8
3.4
3.8
2.2
3.7
4.8
2.7

121.75
118.15

-5.8 + 1.4
-8.2 + 0.8

17.5 + 2.1
16.9 + 1.4

1.6 + 5.5
-2.8 + 3.5

118.24

-8,3 + 0,7

14.9 + 0.9

-0.9 + 2.9

a Verticaltimeseries
hasunexplained
offset.

b Vertical
ratebased
onpost-April,
1998
data
because
ofantenna
change.
theSierraNevadadata. Thesestationsprovidetime series
thatare longerthan3 years.
Datawereanalyzedat theUniversityof Miami following
Dixon et al. [1997]. Briefly, we usedthe GIPSY software
developedat the Jet PropulsionLaboratory[JPL] and
satellite ephemerisand clock files provided by JPL
[Zumbergeet al., 1997]. Theseprocedures
resultedin site
velocities defined in global reference frame ITRF-96
[Sillard et al., 1998] (Table 1). Errors are estimated
following Mao et al. [1999] and accountfor the influence
of bothwhite and colorednoise(seesection2.1). A formal
inversionprocedure[Ward, 1990] is used to derive site

in detailby Mao [1998]. We first definebestfitting ITRF96 Euler vectorsfor eightSierranstations(CEDA, CMBB,
KMED, ORVB, SPRN, SUTB, TIOG, UCD1) or some
subset,and the 16 stationson stableNorth America[Dixon
et al., 1996; DeMets and Dixon, 1999]. Thesetwo Euler
vectors are then used to define

a relative

Euler

vector

describing
rotationof the SierraNevadablock with respect
to North

America.

The 16 North

American

stations are

sufficientto ensurea robustregionalreference
frame(stable
North America), suchthat referenceframe "noise"is much
smallerthan the velocity error of any individual Sierran
station,allowing us to def'methe velocitiesof the Sierran
velocitiesrelativeto stableNorth Americaandgenerate
an sitesrelativeto stableNorth America(Table2) with high
Euler vectordescribingmotion of the SierraNevadablock accuracy. Subsetsof data from the Sierran sites can be
relative to stable North America. The method is described used to test block rigidity and to assessthe level of

Table 2. Site Velocities Relative to Stable North America

CEDA
CMBB
ELYA
GFLD
KMED
OASI
OVRO
ORVB

QUIN
SPRN
SUTB
TIOG
UCDI
WGRD

WMTN

North,

West,

mm/yr

mm/yr

9.7 +
8.7 +
0.6 +
2.0 +
10.2 +
4.6 +
5.9 +
7.6 +
7.1 +
9.5 +
8.3 +
9.9 +
8.4 +
5.0 +

1.0
0.8
0.9
1.6
0.7
1.6
1.1
1.2

0.6
0.6
1.3
0.5
1.5
0.9

4,9 + 0,8

9.2 +
9.0 +
3.3 +
0.0 +
8.2 +
0.9 +
6.4 +
11.4 +
8.3 +
10.0 +
11.8 +
11.2 +
7.2 +
6.4 +

1.3
1.4
1.2
2.7
1.0
2.7
1.7
1.8
0.8
1.3
2.0
1.0
2.1
1.5

4,4 + 1.0

Rate,
mm/yr
13.4 +
12.6 +
3.4 +
2.0 +
13.1 +
4.7 +
8.7 +
13.6 +
11.0 +
13.8 +
14.4 +
14.8 +
11.1 +
8.1+

1.1
1.2
1.2
1.6
0.9
1.7
1.5
1.6
0.9
1.6
1.8
1.3
1.8
1.3

6.5+0.9

Azimuth,
deg clockwisefrom N
317 +
314 +
280 +
359 +
321 +
349 +
313 +
304 +
313 +
313 +
305 +
311 +
321 +
308+8

319+8

5
5
14
77
4
33
9
6
4
6
6
5
10
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possible"edge"effectsfrom elasticstrainaccumulation.(campaignor continuous,with varioustime spans)to be
Similarprocedures
areusedto definethe velocities
of sites correctlyweightedin the inversionto deriveEulervectors.
within the BasinandRangeprovinceor on its deforming Equation(1) is strictly valid only for evenly sampled
yield
margins(GFLD, ELYA, OASI, OVRO, QUIN, WGRD positiontime series. Our campaignmeasurements
very unevensampling,typically severalconsecutive
days
andWMTN) relativeto stableNorthAmerica.
every year or two (Figure 2). Numerical experiments
2.1. Uncertainties
suggestthat approximatingan unevenly sampledtime
Unlessspecifically
stated,all uncertainties
in thetables seriessuchas this by an equivalentevenlysampledtime
andtextrepresent
onestandard
error,whileall errorellipses seriesyields rate errorestimatesthat differby less than 1
in figures representtwo-dimensional95% confidence mm/yr from actualvalues(usuallymuch less). We make
regions(1.7 timesthetwo-dimensional
onestandard
error). the even samplingapproximationin this study. As an
Here we describethe procedures
used to estimatethese example,for stationCEDA, with a total of 19 observation
daysover5 years(Figure2), we setg equalto 3.8 samples
uncertainties.
GPS velocity errorsmay be estimatedassumingthat

per year.

Applicationof (1) also requiresestimatesfor white,
flicker, and randomwalk noise. Thesecan vary from
velocityuncertaintywill be underestimated
if purewhite stationto station,as they dependin part on local station
noiseis assumed[Johnsonand Agnew, 1995]. Possible characteristics.Mao et al. [1999] list noise values for a
numberof North AmericanstationsincludingQUIN and
sources of colored noise in GPS include monument motion
unrelated to the larger tectonic motions of interest CMBB. For the remainingstations,we must estimate

measurementnoise is uncorrelatedin time ("white"). If
time-correlated("colored")noise is present, the true

[LangbeinandJohnson,1997],uncertainty
in the satellite noisevaluesusingothercriteria. Mao et al.'s datashow a
orbitparameters,
andatmospheric
andlocal environmentalgood correlationbetweenthe weightedroot-mean-square
(WRMS) scatter of an individual time series and
effects[Mao et al., 1999]. Zhanget al. [1997] and Mao et
al. [1999] demonstrate
that GPS velocity errorsmay be correspondingmagnitudesof white and flicker noise.
These correlations can be used to estimate white and
underestimated
by factorsof 2-11 if pure white noise is
colored
noisemagnitudesfor individualGPS time series,
assumed.Mao et al. presenta simplemodelfor estimating
provided
that sufficientsamples(observation
days) are
the GPS rate error(Or) for individualvelocity components
available to ensure that WRMS is a reliable indicator of
(north,eastand vertical)for coordinatetime seriesin the
dataquality. GFLD, OASI, andOVRO haveanomalously
presence
of combined
whiteandcolorednoise:
low (optimistic)WRMS values,probablyreflectingthe
small number of observations(Figure 2); their noise
---•+
(1) estimatesareinsteadbasedon the averageWRMS of all
gT3 gbr2+•gT
stationsin the regionwith equivalentantennatype and
whereg is the numberof measurements
per year, T is the sufficientobservations
to be representative,
listed in the
totaltime spanof observations(2-5 yearsin this study), a footnoteto Table 3. Table 3 also lists the WRMS by
andb are empiricalconstants(a= 1.78 and b=0.22), (Swand componentfor stations analyzed in this report, and
(5iarethe whiteand"flicker"noisemagnitudes
in mm, and corresponding
white and flicker noise estimatesbasedon
Orw
is"random
walk"noisein mm/x/yr.Flickernoiseand thesecorrelations
(relevantequations
aregivenin footnotes
randomwalk noise are different types of colorednoise, to the table). Our estimatesof velocityuncertainty
are

Gr
2 12aw
2 aGf2Grw
2

distinguishedby their time-dependence
(Mao et al. give a based
on thesevalues,equation
(1), andthe assumptions
completediscussion). Briefly, flicker ("pink") noise has stated above.
spectralpowerthat is inverselyproportionalto frequency,
while randomwalk ("red")noisehas spectralpowerthat is
inverselyproportionalto frequencysquared. Monument 2.2. Accuracy
noise has been characterizedas a random walk process
One way to assessthe accuracyof our derivedvelocities
[Langbeinand Johnson,1997] and is likely to be more
significantfor sites in unconsolidatedalluvium than for is to compareresults to independentdata. This also
sites in bedrock. From (1) it can be seen that if random providesa meansto assessthe errorestimates:if they are
our expectationis that most velocitiesreported
walk noiseis small, velocity errordependsstronglyon the reasonable,
totaltime spanof observations
(T) andweakly on sampling for the same location should overlap within errors,
frequency(g). Mao et al. suggestthat white noise and dependingon the confidencelevel quoted. OVRO and
(VLBI)
flicker noise dominate the GPS noise spectrum for QUIN eachhave very long baselineinterferometry
coordinatetime seriesof the type used here, i.e., random and/orvery long baselinearray(VLBA) data availablefor
walk noiseis relatively small. Thus, our 5 year time series comparison. Table 4 lists publishedvelocitiesfor these
for Sierran stations set into bedrock and occupiedin sitesrelativeto stableNorth America,from the compilation
periodic campaigns(CEDA, KMED, SPRN and TIOG) of Hearn and Humphreys[1998], updatedto reflect the
shoulddef'meaccuratesite velocities,eventhoughthey are latest VLBI/VLBA data, solution GLB 1102 [Ma and
sampled much less frequently than semi-permanent,Ryan, 1998], and our own GPS data. The VLBI results
continuouslyrecordingstationssuch as CMBB, ORVB, listedarenot independent,as they all rely on essentially
SUTB and UCD1. The importanceof our noisemodel is the same data for the early part of their respectivetime
that it allows

the velocities

from these diverse data sets

series, but the manner in which stable North America is
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3. Uncertainties

WRMS

White N0is½

North East Vertical

North
a East
b

Flicker Noise •

Vertical
c

North
d

East
e

Vertical
f

CEDA

3.0

4.9

9.8

2.1

3.6

6.5

3.5

4.8

11.9

CMBBg

3.9

8.6

19.7

2.7

6.4

14.8

4.6

8.6

18.6

ELYA

2.5

4.3

GFLD
i•

3.1

5.6

KMED

2.1

3.9

OASI
h

3.1

5.6

ORVB

3.0

5.8

OVRO
h

3.1

QU1N

3.8

SPRN
SUTB
TIOG

8.5

1.8

3.1

5.4

3.0

4.1

1 I. 1

11.0

2.2

4.1

7.5

3.6

5.5

12.7

9.7

1.6

2.8

6.4

2.5

3.7

1 1.2

11.0

2.2

4.1

7.5

3.6

5.5

12.7

10.9

2.1

4.3

7.4

3.5

5.7

12.7

5.6

11.0

2.2

4.1

3.6

5.5

12.7

6.5

14.2

2.6

4.8

10.2

4.5

6.4

14.9

2.8

5.5

9.9

2.0

4.0

6.6

3.3

5.4

12.0

2.9
3.1

5.6
6.1

12.2
9.3

2.0
2.2

4.1
4.5

8.5
6.1

3.4
3.7

5.5
6.0

13.5
11.6

UCD1i

3.6

6.1

11.0

2.5

4.5

7.5

4.2

6.0

12.7

WGRD
WMTN

2.9
2.6

5.9
3.9

14.1
10.8

2.0
1.9

4.3
2.8

3.4
3.1

5.8
3.7

14.8
12.6

NoAmJ

3.8

4.9

12.8

2.6

4.6

4.4

6.3

13.5

7.5

10.1
7.3

8.6

All uncertaintiesgiven in millimeters. WRMS is weightedroot-mean-square.

a Whitenoise(N) = 0.613[WRMS(N)]
+ 0.259.
b

Whitenoise(E) = 0.767[WRMS(E)]- 0.182.

c Whitenoise(V) = 0.843[WRMS(V)]
- 1.772.
d

Flickernoise(N) = 1.i 39[WRMS(N)] + 0.117.

e Flickernoise(E) = 1.041[WRMS(E)]- 0.342.

f Flicker
noise
(V)= 0.668[WRMS(V)]
+ 5.394.
g Vertical
component
timeseries
at thissitehasunexplained
offsetassociated
withequipment
change
andmay
notgivea reliable
estimate
of vertical
velocity
averaged
overtheentiretimeinterval.
h Noisevalues
forthese
stations
arebased
onmeans
ofCEDA,KMED,ORVB,QU1N,SUTB,TIOG,andUCD1.
i Verticalnoisevalues
atUCD1 arebased
ontimeseries
afterApril1997toavoidantenna
change
effects.

J Meanvalue
forNorth
America
[Maoetal.,1999].

definedcandiffer significantly,sothe comparisons
are still
useful. The various VLBI results for a given site often
differ by much more than two standard deviations,
implying that errors for some of these results may be

locations
severalhundred
metersapart,themselves
differby
1 mm/yr in rateand9ø in azimuth,whichis muchlarger
thanquotederrors(Table4). This discrepancy
may reflect
underestimation
of erroror real variationreflectinglocal

complexitiesin the velocityfield, sincethe sitesare located
within a right step in the OwensValley-WhiteMountain
spanning
5 years(Figure2). QUIN's GPS-basedhorizontal fault zone[Dixonet al., 1995]. The weightedmeansof
rate estimate(11 mm/yr) lies in the middle of the rangeof recent independentresults in Table 4 probably best
publishedVLBI values (9-13 mm/yr). The GPS rate, representthe velocities of OVRO and QUIN. Unless
azimuth,andvertical estimatesfor QUIN all lie within one specifically noted, these mean values are used in the
standarderrorof the most recentVLBI result, probablythe remainderof the paper. To avoid overweightingin

underestimated. Our GPS estimate for QUIN should be
well resolved, as it is basedon a large number of data

Our GPS rate
calculationof the mean, VLBI/VLBA errorswere increased
givesessentially
estimatefor OVRO is basedon far fewer data (Figure 2) by a factorof 2. At OVRO thisprocedure
and thus is less reliable, which is reflectedin its larger the VLBA resultowingto its very high precision,but at
velocityerror(Tables1, 2 and4). OVRO's GPS-basedrate QUIN the weightedmeanis intermediatebetween the GPS
estimate(9 mm/yr) lies at the low end of the range of result and the most recent VLBI result.
availablevalues (9-12 mm/yr). The GPS horizontalrate

most accurate estimate available at this site.

estimate lies within two standard errors of the recent VLBA

3. Results

result,probablythe mostaccurateestimateavailableat this
site, while the GPS azimuth and vertical estimates for
OVRO

result.

both lie within

The VLBI

one standard error of the VLBA

and VLBA

results at OVRO,

from

The GPS velocity data are listed in Tables 1 and 2, and
displayedin Figures2 and 3. Beforeusingthesedata to
assess
the rigidityof the SierraNevadablockor describeits
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Table 4. Comparison
of OVRO andQUIN

faults of interesthere, severaltimes the 10-15 km thickness

Velocities Relative to Stable North America

of the elastic,brittle uppercrust. In this case,"far-field"
sites (i.e., those fartherthan 50-100 km from the fault,

Rate,

Azimuth,

Up,

mm/yr

degW of N

mm/yr

OVRO

VLBIa

11 + 1

332 + 3

--

VLBIb

12.0+ 0.3

316+ 1

-2.7+ 0.9

VLBIc

10.1 + 0.5

322 + 2

--

VLBId
VLBAd

11.7+ 0.2
10.6+ 0.1

323+ 1
314+ 1

-2.4+ 0.8
-5.9+ 0.3

GPSe

8.7 + 1.5

313 + 9

-5.8 + 3.4

Mean
f

10.7+ 0.7

316+ 5

-5.5+ 1.4

VLBIa

11 + 1

QUIN
310 + 5

--

VLBIb

12.8+ 0.5

303+ 2

-4.5+ 3.6

VLBIc

8.9 + 0.5

294 + 2

--

VLBId

12.3+ 0.5

309+ 2

0.4+ 3.4

GPSe

11.0 + 0.9

313 + 4

-4.0 + 2.2

Mean
f

11.6+ 0.9

311+ 3

-3.6+ 1.8

ArgusandGordon[1991].
Ma et al. [ 1994].

Dixonetal. [1995].
Ma and Ryan [ 1998].

Thisstudy.
Weighted mean and repeatability of recent
independent data: GPS (this study) and
VLBI/VLBA data of Ma and Ryan [1998],
with VLBI/VLBA error scaledup by 2.

which includes most of our Sierran sites), should

experience
smallelasticstraineffects,at or below the noise
level of the observations
(-1 mm/yr). If a simple elastic
half-spacemodel appliesto the Sierras,our expectationis
that most of the measured GPS

velocities

on the stable

block interior shouldbe broadly representative
of longerterm motions, since our Sierran sites are located far from
active faults and our measurementsoccurredlong after
majorearthquakes
on boundingfaults.
However,for a more realisticlayeredrheology, with an

elastic layer overlying viscoelasticmaterial, present-day
elasticstraineffectsdueto lockedfaults may be influenced
by past earthquakes,
and theseeffectscan extendfar from
the fault and persist long after the last earthquake,
depending
on earthquake
history,fault depth,and crustand
uppermantlerheology[Savageand Lisowski, 1998]. This
is especiallyimportantfor kinematicstudiesof continental
blockswith spacegeodesy,sincethe smallersizeof these
blocks comparedto larger plates means that it may be
difficult

to find sites whose velocities

are uncontaminated

by edgeeffects. The generallysmallersize of continental
blockscomparedto platesalso makesit difficult to obtain
geographic
"spread"in spacegeodeticsite location,which
is importantfor accurateEuler vectorestimation,especially
if the block boundariesneedto be avoided. Together,these
effects may limit accurate Euler vector estimates for
continentalblocksbasedon spacegeodesy,unlessaccurate
site velocities can be defined for the interior of the block,

appropriatemodels are available to "calibrate"the edge
effects,and statisticaltestsare available to evaluateresults.

The presentstudy takes a first step in addressingthese
issues.

present-day
motion, we first addressthe relationbetween One way to assessthe influenceof strain accumulation
andearthquake
historyon the measuredsite velocitiesis to
measuredGPS velocitiesand longer-termmotions.
comparethe Euler vector based on velocities at all the
Sierran sites to an Euler vector based on a subset of sites

3.1. Short-Term Versus Long-Term Velocities

In the discussionbelow, we assumethat the short-term,
interseismic
sitevelocitiesmeasuredby GPS canbe related

to longer-term
geologicmotions(e.g., fault slip ratesand
block motions) that averageover many seismic cycles,
eitherdirectlyor throughsimplemechanicalmodels. There
are at least two effects to consider. First, the crust and

on the block interior likely to be less affectedby strain
accumulationand earthquakes. If the fit of the velocity
datato a rigid block model is significantlyimprovedby
elimination of suspectsites, this would suggestthat the
effectsare important,and the resultingEuler vectorbased
on interior sites would presumablybe a more accurate
representation
of long-termSierraNevadablockmotion.
We use the reducedZ2 statisticto assessthe fit of the
velocitydatato a givenrigid blockmodel:

upper mantle have a postseismicresponseto stresses
releasedin large earthquakes[Pollitz and Sacks, 1992;
Pollitz, 1997; Pollitz and Dixon, 1998]. Time-dependent
postseismic
effectsdecrease
with time aftera major event,
i=l O'•
-and may not be significantafter many decades. Large
(northor east),Ci is the
earthquakes
on the major faultsboundingthe SierraNevada whereO• is a velocityobservation
occurredin 1857and 1906on the SanAndreasfault,and in • calculated
velocityat the samesite basedon a givenEuler
1872on the OwensValley fault. The othermajorprocess vector,c•iis the velocityerror,N is the numberof sites
is elastic strain accumulationon and near locked faults, ' usedin the inversion(5,7, or 8), and 2N-3 is the numberof
whichmay reducethe relativevelocity of sites acrossthe degrees
of freedom(numberof sites,with two datapoints
fault comparedto the long-termgeologicslip rate. For each, minus number of adjustableparameters). The

Z2
=• (OiCi)2
/2N3

(2)

simpleelastichalf-space
modelsof strainaccumulation
minimumZ2 indicates
the bestfit model. Valuesof
[Savage
andBurford,1973;Okada,1992],the critical reduced
Z2-1.0indicate
a goodfit of datato modeland
distanceis of order50-100 km for the verticalstrike-slip suggestthat error estimatesare reasonable. Reduced
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238 ø
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240 ø
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Longitude (E)
Figure 3. GPS site velocities (arrows)with respectto stable North America (Table 2) and their twodimensional95% confidenceellipses. Faultsand fault namesare sameas Figure 1, except dsf, Deep Springs
Fault; flf, Fish Lake Valley fault zone. Star showsthe location of shallow pressuresource at Long Valley
Caldera [Langbeinet al., 1995b]. Arrows withoutellipsesshowpredictedvelocitiesfor sites on stable Sierra
NevadablockusingGPS-basedEuler vectorin Table 6 (5 station solution). Note that velocities of all sites
on the stable block interior fit the predictedvelocity within uncertainty ellipse, while sites on the block
margin(QUIN, OVRO, WMTN andOASI) donot. WGRD omittedfor clarity,ELYA and GFLD are off this map
(seeFigure 1 for locationof thesesites).

Z2<l.0suggest
thaterrorsareoverestimated,
whilereducedblock model quite well and that errors may be
Z2>l.0suggest
eitherthaterrors
areunderestimated
orthat overestimated.
a given model poorly fits the data. Theserules of thumb
For comparison,we also list an Euler vector basedon
assumethaterrorsarenormally distributedand that sample eliminationof the threesitesmost likely to be affectedby
size is sufficientlylarge to be statisticallyrepresentative; elasticstrainaccumulation:
TIOG, because
it is affectedby
neithercriteriais particularlywell satisfiedhere, so caution deformationat LongValley Calderaandis alsocloseto the
is warranted.

Table 6 lists an Euler vector based on the

SierraNevadarangefront;KMED, because
it lies only 18
km west of the Owens Valley fault zone; and UCD1,
withreduced
Z2= 0.44,indicating
thatthedatafit therigid becauseit is the closestof the eight sites to the San
velocities of all 8 sites located on the Sierra Nevada block,
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Andreas
fault,andonly -45 km eastof the GreenValley
fault,partof the activeCalaveras
- Concord- Hunting
Creek- BartlettSpringsfault system(Figures1 and3).
An Euler vector describingSierraNevadablock motion
basedon the remainingfive sites on the stable Sierra
Nevadablockinteriorhasreduced
Z2=0.23,a factorof 2
improvement
compared
to the Eulervectorbasedon all 8
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recurrence
interval,and expressions
for ak aregivenin the
appendixto Savageand Lisowski. The time constantXois
relatedto the earthquake
recurrence
interval and relaxation
time for the viscoelastic
half-space,
Xo=[tT/2•l,whereit is

therigidityof thehalf-space
(sethereto 3x10•øPa),
andrl
is theviscosity(sethereto 2x1019Pa-sec).Thesevalues

for rigidityandviscosityareequivalentto a relaxationtime
sitesincludingonesnearthe blockmargins. This suggests (rl/g) of-20 years,intermediate
amongthe rangeof values
that elastic strain effects may be important, may be foundby otherauthors[e.g., Thatcher,1983; Li and Rice,
detectablein our data, and that the Euler vector basedon 1987]. Eachfault segmentis assumedto be long and
the subsetof GPS sites closerto the block interiorgives a vertical,andlocalstraineffectsat theendof fault segments
morereliableestimateof long-termblock motion. It also are ignored. Each of the Sierran sites is assumedto be
suggeststhat errorsmay be overestimated. Reducing influenced
by both the San Andreasfault systemto the
averagevelocityerrorby a factor of 2 for the five site west and the eastern California shear zone to the east
solution
givesreduced
•Z2-1.0.Thismayreflect
thefact (Figure1). The directionof velocityincrementfor these
thattheregressions
usedto estimatetheerrors(Table3) are two fault systemsis assumedto be parallelto plate
basedon data from acrossNorth America, encompassing
a motion. Straineffectsfrom the San Andreassystemare
widerangeof climatezones,soil or bedrocklocations,
and suchthatmeasured
Sierransite velocitiesaremainlyfaster
monument
styles.In contrast,
mostof the Sierransitesare comparedto the long-term average,while strain effects

locatedat high altitudein a dry environment
(minimizing from the eastern California shear zone are such that
tropospheric
noise) and set into glaciatedbedrock measured
Sierransitevelocitiesaremainly slowerthanthe
(minimizinggroundnoise). Giventhe smallnumberof long-termaverage.In andnorthof the SanFrancisco
Bay
data(10 versus16),we cannotpreclude
thepossibility
that areawe explicitly include the effectsof the San Andreas
someof the improvement
in fit between
the 5 site and 8 fault (sensustricto), the Calaverasfault, the Haywardsite solution is due to chance. Note that the 5 station and

8 station Euler vectors are indistinguishablewithin

RogersCreek- Maacamafault system,and the ConcordGreenValley- Hunting Creek- Bartlett Springs fault

uncertainties,
suggesting
that the magnitudeof strain system.Effectsfrom the 1989 LomaPrietaearthquake
are
effectsis near the error level of our data. This partly

ignored,as are the effectsof creepingsectionsof faults.

reflects
the relativelylong distance
betweenknownactive For the three southernmost
sitesonly (CEDA, KMED, and
faultsandmostof our sites(minimizingstraineffects),and

SPRN) we also includethe effect of the Garlockfault.
We approximatethe effectsof the easternCalifornia
SanAndreasfaultsystemand easternCaliforniashearzone shearzoneto the eastby consideringonly the effectof the
areopposite
in signandthuspartlycancel.
westernmostfault (i.e., the fault closestto our sites) in the
strain accumulationmodel, and assumingthat this fault
carriesapproximatelyhalf of the total -11 mm/yr of slip
3.2. Correcting for Elastic Strain Accumulation With
thatneedsto be accommodated.For example,southof 37ø
a Coupling Model
N latitude,we consideronly the OwensValley fault zone,
Given the apparentimprovementin fit when sitesmost whoseslip rate is taken to be 6 mm/yr. North of 38ø N
likely to be affectedby strainaccumulation
areeliminated, latitude,the main boundingfault or faults for the Sierra

mayalsoreflectthe factthatthe straincorrections
for the

we also investigatedstraineffectsin a more quantitative
way, as follows. TIOG is omitted from the calculations,as

Nevada block have not been determined.

We assume that

one of the main boundary faults follows the band of
seismicitythat, from south to north, begins near Mono

it may be influencedby deformationat Long Valley
Calderawhich is time-varyingthroughour measurement Lake, California, continues northwest near the Californiaperiod. For the remaining7 sites, we use the viscoelastic Nevada border to Lake Tahoe, and then continueswith a
couplingmodel of Savageand Lisowski [1998], with an small right step (i.e., Lake Tahoe may be a pull-apart
elasticlayer overlyinga Maxwell viscoelastic
half-space. basin) northwestalong the Mohawk Valley fault zone
A single
The elasticlayer corresponds
to the uppercrust,and the [Goter et al., 1994] (Figures 1 and 3).
throughgoing
fault
with
clear
surface
expression
is not
viscoelastichalf-spacecorresponds
to the more ductile
developed
in
this
region,
but
Thatcher
et
al.
[1999]
lower crust. The boundarybetweenthem, at depthH,
corresponds
to the lower limit of brittle faultingand the observea strong gradientin GPS site velocitiesnear here.
maximumdepth of crustalearthquakes,
typically 10-15 A changein northwestvelocity of-6-8 mm/yr occurs
betweenthe centerof the SierraNevada block, moving at
km. For thismodelthe surfacevelocityv is
-14 mm/yr northwestrelative to North America (this
v= Z(bn
/ zr)[arctan{x/((2n
- 1)H)}arctan{x/((2n
+1)H)}](3a) study)and the region immediatelywest of the central
n=l
Nevadaseismicbelt, moving at-6-8 mm/yr northwest
relativeto North America [Thatcheret al., 1999]. In
bn+
1= b•(*:O
n/ n!) Y•n!/[k!(n
- k)!]ak+
•(t/ T)n-k (3b) additionto theMohawkValley fault zone,the HoneyLake
k=0
fault zone (Figure 1) may accommodate
part of this
where x is the horizontal distancefrom the fault, t is the motion. Wills and Borchardt[1993] estimatea Holocene
time since the last earthquake,T is the earthquake slip rateof 1.1-2.6 mm/yr for the HoneyLake fault zone
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Table 5. Fault ParametersUsed in ViscoelasticCouplingModel
CEDA

KMED

SPRN

CMBB

UCD 1

SUTB

ORVB

Fault

SAF

SAF

SAF

SAF

SAF

SAF

SAF

Distance,km

119

171

142

167

109

146

191

SlipRate,
mm/yr

34a'b

34a'b

34a'b

17a

17c

17c

17c

LastRupture,Year

1857

1857

1857

1906

1906

1906

1906

Recurrence,
years

206b

206b

206b

400

210

210

210

Depth,km

12

12

12

14

12

12

12

Fault

-

-

-

CLV

RGC

MAC

MAC

Distance,km

-

-

-

143

75

108

15 0

SlipRate,
mm/yr

-

-

-

15a

14c

14c

14c

LastRupture,
Year
Recurrence,
years
Depth,km

-

-

-

1979
33
5

?
222
10

?
220
12

?
220
12

Fault

GAR

GAR

GAR

-

GVL

BSP

BSP

Distance,km

72

76

108

-

45

62

106

SlipRate,
mm/yr

6d

6d

6d

-

8c

8c

8c

LastRupture,Year
Recurrence,
years
Depth,km

?
1000
12

?
1000
12

?
1000
12

-

?
176
12

?
194
12

?
218
15

Fault

OWV

OWV

OWV

Unnamed

MHK

MHK

MHK

Distance, km

63

17

67

100

166

145

70

Slip
Rate,
mm/yr

6e

6e

6e

5f

5f

5f

5f
?

LastRupture,
Yearg

(-)

(-)

(-)

?

?

?

Recurrence,
years

1000
h

1000
h

1000
h

?

?

?

?

13

13

13

12

15

15

15

Depth km

Fault abbreviations:SAF, SanAndreas;CLV, Calaveras;RGC, RogersCreek;MAC, Maacama;GAR, Garlock;
GVL, GreenValley;BSP,BartlettSprings-Hunting
Creek;OWV, OwensValley;MHK, Mohawk.

a California
DivisionofMinesandGeology
[1996].
b

Working Group on California Earthquake Probabilities [1995].

c Freyrnueller
etal. [1999].
d

McGill and Sieh [1993].

e 50%of total11 mm/yr of integrated
deformation
across
eastern
California
shearzone,augmented
by 0.5
mm/yr to accountfor far-field effectsof Death Valley-FurnaceCreek fault zone.

f Based
onassumed
relation
toOwens
Valley
faultzone
sliprate,
kinematic
consistency,
anddatafromthis
study and Thatcher et al. [1999].

g TheOwens
Valleyfaultlastruptured
in 1872. However,
CEDA,KMEDandSPRNarenearor beyondthe
southernlimit of surfacerupture. We have assumedthat the last rupture occurredsuch that we are midway
through the earthquakecycle.
h

Basedon time to accumulate1872-1ikeslip (-6 m) at a rate of 6 mm/yr.

(preferred
value2.0 mm/yr). We thereforeassume
a total of model are taken from the compilationby the California
7 mm/yr,with 5 mm/yr accommodated
on the seismically' Divisionof Mines and Geology[1996], and the time and
activeMohawk Valley fault zone. New GPS data from locationof surfaceslip from the last major earthquake
are

QUIN areconsistent
with this modelof slip distribution taken(romJennings
andSaucedo
[1994]. In cases
where
(Section4.3).
fault depthis unknownwe arbitrarilyset it to 12 km. If
Unless noted, all slip rates, earthquakerecurrence earthquakerecurrenceand time of last earthquakeare

intervals,and fault depthsfor the viscoelastic
coupling unknown,we arbitrarilysetthesevaluesto 500 yearsand
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Table 6. Best Fitting Euler Vectors

Latitude,

deg N

NorthAmerica
(ITRF-96)
c

Longitude,
to,
degE

deg/my

Error
Ellipse
a
(SmaxOmin •max

(5•o, Z2b
deg/my

- 1.2

279.8

0.193

2.7

0.9

-1

0.005

0.80

Allsites,
uncorrected
d

13.3

245.6

0.44

6.0

0.4

-lO

0.07

0.44

7 sites,velocity
correction
e
Northern
block
f

15.8
17.3

244.8

0.48

7.3

0.5

-9

O.11

0.95

244.8

0.52

12.3

0.5

-12

0.20

0.65

Southernblockg

13.4

245.5

0.45

8.4

0.4

-9

O.11

0.34

246.1

0.41

6.8

0.4

-11

0.07

0.23

Argus
andGordon
[1991
]J 32
Hearn
andHumphreys
[1998]
k -13.4
Allsites,
uncorrected
d
19.8

232

0.61

6

1

51

0.15

205.6

0.13

224.0

0.31

8.1

1.0

-37

0.07

7 sites,velocity
correction
e
Northern
block
f

22.5
24.0

225.1

0.35

9.2

1.2

-39

0.11

226.7

0.39

13.8

1.1

-34

0.20

Southernblockg

19.9

224.2

0.32

11.4

1.0

-38

0.11

Interiorsites.uncorrected
h

17.0

222.7

0.28

9.9

1.1

-34

0.07

SierraNevada (ITRF-96)

Interior
sites,
uncorrected
h
10.9
ß

SierraNevada-NorthAmerica•

a •max
isorientation
of longaxis,degrees
clockwise
fromnorth.Axesaretwo-dimensional
onestandard
error;
for 95% confidence,multiply by 1.7.

b Z2 is squared
sumofresiduals
(observed
dataminus
calculated
model)
divided
bystandard
deviation
squared(observationerror from equation 1 and noise values in Table 3), normalized by 2N-3, where N is
numberof sitesusedin inversion(5,7 or 8) (equation2, text).

c Based
onvelocities
of 16sitesdescribed
inDeMetsandDixon[1999],updated
withadditional
data.

d

Based on horizontal velocities of 8 sites, CEDA, CMBB, KMED, ORVB, SPRN, SUTB, TIOG and UCD1,
uncorrected

for strain accumulation.

e Based
onhorizontal
velocities
of 7 sites,CEDA,CMBB,KMED,ORVB,SPRN,
SUTBandUCD1(i.e.,TIOG
f

omitted) with velocities correctedfor strain accumulationas describedin text and Table 5.
Basedon horizontal velocitiesof CMBB, ORVB, SUTB, TIOG and UCD 1.

g Based
onhorizontal
velocities
of CEDA,CMBB,KMED,SPRNandTIOG.

h Preferred
(minimum
Z2)model,
based
onhorizontal
velocities
of5 sites
onstable
interior
ofSierra
Nevada
block, CEDA, CMBB, ORVB, SPRN and SUTB, uncorrectedfor strain accumulation.

i Sierra
Nevada
rotates
relative
toNorthAmerica.

J Based
onVLBIvelocities
of OVRO
andQU1N
relative
to stable
NorthAmerica,
anddeweighted
VLBI
k

velocity for Mammoth Lakes.
Basedon a regional kinematicmodel.

The velocity incrementsestimatedfrom the coupling
250 yearsago,respectively.If recurrence
intervalis known
but the time of last earthquake
is unknown,we arbitrarily model, to be added to or subtractedfrom the observedsite
setthe latterto a time beforepresentequalto one-halfthe velocities,are generallylessthan2 mm/yr, nearthe level of
recurrenceinterval, i.e., the fault is assumedto be in the themeasurement
error. The largestcorrectionis at CMBB,
middle of its earthquakecycle. The most recentsurface with a ratecorrectionof 2 mm/yr. The Euler vectorbased
site velocitiesis equivalentwithin errorsto
rupturefor thecentralGarlockfaultoccurredsometimeafter on "corrected"
1490 A.D. [McGill, 1992]. We arbitrarilyassumeit to be the Euler vectors based on uncorrected velocities, but
morethaneither
midwaybetweenthatdateandthepresenttime (i.e., 1745). misfitsthedata(Z2= 0.95)significantly
2
Modelparameter
valuesanddatasources
are summarized
in of the uncorrectedEuler vectors(Z = 0.23 and 0.44; Table
Table 5.
6). This may reflect our simplistic applicationof the
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couplingmodel (e.g., ignoring the effect of finite fault
length)or uncertaintyaboutkey parameters
in the model,
such as earthquakerecurrenceinterval or time of last
rupture, both of which can have a big effect on the
magnitudeand even the sign of the correction. In the
remainingdiscussion,
we usethe Euler vectorbasedon the
five interior sites, with velocities uncorrectedfor strain
accumulation("Solution h, Preferred"in Table 6), as it is
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Both of these sites are located in alluvial valleys.
Subsidence is also observed at both the VLBI

and VLBA

sitesat OVRO, but not at the VLBI site at QUIN (Table
4), so only OVRO's subsidence
may be real. Subsidence
at OVRO may be relatedto rangefrontnormalfaultingnear
the stations,or it may be due to alluvial compaction.All
three

OVRO

stations

are

located

on

unconsolidated

alluviumin OwensValley, where groundwater levelshave
thebestfit (minimum
•2) solution.Thissolution
predictsdeclinedin the past due to diversionof easternSierrarannorthwest motion of the Sierra Nevada block at 13-14
off into the Los Angelesaqueduct. The resultingloss of
mm/yr, closeto an estimateof presentday motion based pore pressurecan lead to compactionof unconsolidated
on regional kinematic considerations(N50øW+5ø at alluviumin the regionabovethe decliningwatertable and
surfacesubsidence.Local compactionmight
12.7+1.5 mm/yr)[Hearn and Humphreys,1998]) and close consequent
to the geologicalaveragemotionsince8-10 Ma (NW-NNW compromisethe utility of this site for regional tectonic
at 15 mm/yr)[Wernicke and Snow, 1998]. Thus Sierra studies, as it may also affect the horizontal velocity
Nevadamotion appearsto have been remarkablysteady components. However, we seeno evidenceof this in our
over the last 8-10 Ma.
data: OVRO's velocity fits regionalfault models within
uncertainty,as shownin a subsequent
section.
3.3.2. Monument noise. If the Sierra Nevada block were

perfectlyrigid, the residuals(differencebetweenobserved
Local Effects
velocity and velocity calculatedfrom our Euler vector;
Table7) wouldreflectthe root-sum-square
(rss) of all error
sources,includingmonumentnoise. North residualsare
3.3.1. Uplift, subsidence,
and data quality. With a time
spanof observations
totaling 5 yearsat many of our sites, smallerthan east residuals,suggestingthat the residuals
the verticalcomponentof velocityis sufficientlyprecisefor likely reflecterrorsourcesuniqueto GPS (easterrorsare
some applications. To minimize vertical errors at the generallylarger than north errors for GPS results where
campaignsites, we took four steps. First, we employed carrierphasebiasesare not fixed, as in this analysis),and
the same antennadesign for most observations,a Dom- do not reflect monumentnoise, which shouldbe random in
Margolin antennawith choke ring back plane, a design direction. The effectof monumentnoise on the velocity
-.:withgoodmultipathrejection.(CMBB had a different estimatesis thus likely of the orderof or smallerthan the
antenna
designthroughmid-1997and underwent
an largestnorth residual(0.6 mm/yr; Table 7). While the
antennachangein August 1997. This may be relatedto the permanentsites (CMBB, ORVB, SUTB and UCD1) have
offsetin the verticaltime seriesaboutthis time (Figure 2), relatively large monuments,our campaignsites on the
and the vertical velocity from this site is omitted in the SierraNevadablock or near its easternmargin consistof
following discussion). Second, for most campaign small,inexpensivestainlesssteelpins or brassplaquesset
observations
we usedfixed height "spike"antennamounts, in bedrock,from the surfaceto a depth of-•15 cm. The
designedto eliminate the uncertainty associatedwith high quality of the data from thesemarks(e.g., Tables 1,
measurement
of variabletripod height that often plagues 6, and7; Figures2 and 3) suggeststhat when unweathered
thistypeof measurement
(a pictureof our spikemount set- bedrockis available,suchinexpensivemarks are adequate
up is visible on the World Wide Web at for most GPS experiments. Deeply drilled monuments
www.geodesy.miami.edu).Third, we were able to locate [e.g., Langbein et al., 1995a] which reducethe effect of
many of the siteson barehill tops far from obstructions, monument noise in unconsolidatedalluvium, are thus not
reducing multipath and giving good sky visibility. requiredin the glaciatedSierranbedrockenvironment.
3.3.3. Effectof Long Valley. TIOG's velocity is slightly
Finally, all of our campaignobservationsoccurredin the
fall (September-October),minimizing the influence of faster(by 1 mm/yr) than the predictedvelocity at this
annual or seasonaleffects on the time series. In addition, location.
This may reflect the influence of local
many of the sites, and all four Sierrancampaignsites, are deformationfrom the resurgentdome at Long Valley
locatedat relativelyhigh altitude,reducingthe influenceof Caldera, located-40 km to the southeast(Figure 3).
the dome was
a variablelowertroposphere
on the heightestimates.These During the period of our measurements,
sourceat 5-7 km depth,possibly
sites thereforehave high-qualitydata, especiallyin the inflatingdueto a pressure
withthecenterof thedomeupliftingby
verticalcomponent.For example,all 4 Sierrancampaign a magmachamber,
siteshave vertical WRMS values less than 10 mm, which a total of-15 cm duringthis 5 year period [Langbeinet
is lowerthan the corresponding
valuesat most other sites al., 1995b;Dixon et al., 1997; unpublishedUniversityof
Miami GeodesyLaboratorydata, 1999.]. Simple elastic
(Table 3).
modelssuggest
that strainpropagation
fromthis
All 4 Sierrancampaignsites,includingthe two nearthe half-space
rangefront(KMED andTIOG) haveverticalvelocitiesthat centerof inflationwill adda northwestvelocity component
3.3. Vertical Motion, Data Quality, Monument Noise, and

are zero within

one standard error.

Thus

there is no

at TIOG relative to stable Sierra Nevada. Marshall

et al.

evidencefor rapiduplift alongtheeasternSierrarangefront [1997] show detectablevelocity effectsnear this location
fault, or anywhereelsein the block, within uncertainties. for a periodwhen Long Valley Calderawas less active.
The GPS data at OVRO and QUIN suggestmarginally However,the magnitudeof this local volcaniceffectmay
associated
significantsubsidence,
6+3 and 4+2 mm/yr, respectively. bepartiallyoffsetby elasticstrainaccumulation
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7. Misfits for Best Fit Sierra Nevada Euler Vector Relative to ITRF-96

North Velocity, mm/yr
Observed Predicteda Residual

EastVelocity, mm/yr
Observed Predicteda Residual

CEDA

-3.60

-3.74

0.14

-19.3

-19.11

-0.19

CMBB

-5.10

-5.15

0.05

-19.40

-20.66

1.26

ORVB

-6.60

-6.02

-0.58

-21.90

-21.66

-0.24

SPRN

-3.90

-3.85

-0.05

-20.20

-19.42

-0.78

-5.90

-6.27

0.37

-22.20

-21.40

-0.80

SUTB
Mean
RMS

b

....

0.24

....

0.65

....

0.32

....

0.77

a Prediction
isfrombestfit Eulervector
in Table6 (solution
h, 5 stations,
uncorrected).

b

Mean of absolute value.

with right-lateral strike-slip faulting along the eastern arereachedif we use the larger, 8 stationdata set. Thus,
California shearzone, which would tend to slow TIOG's
velocityrelativeto the SierraNevada block interior. TIOG's
velocity data are includedin the Euler vector determination
basedon all of the "uncorrected"
data (solution"d", Table
6), but omitted in the other two Euler vector estimatesfor

we conclude that the GPS velocities for all sites on the

SierraNevadablock are consistentwith the rigid block
model within observationalerror. In other words, the

kinematics
of the SierraNevadablockcanbe adequately
describedby rotation of a rigid block on a sphere,

to the motionof largerrigidplates.
thewholeblock(solutions"e" and"h", Table6) including analogous
the best fit vector.
The aboveargumentsalso suggestthat any velocity
anomaliesdue to non-rigidblock behaviorat our southern
sites(SPRN, KMED and CEDA) associated
with motion
4. Discussion
ontheKern Canyonfault, or long-termpostseismic
effects
associated
with the 1952 earthquake
on the White Wolf
4.1. Rigidity of the Sierra Nevada Block
fault,aresmallandbelowourdatauncertainty.We cannot
precludethe possibilitythat sucheffectsare presentand
Velocity data from the five GPS sites on the stable coincidentally
conspire
to produce
a rigid blockmodelthat
interiorof the SierraNevadablockareverywell fit by a is biased,but this seemsunlikely. If suchwerethe case,
singleEuler vector, to much betterthan one standarderror we might expect that the northern Sierra Nevada block
would behavedifferentlyfrom the southernSierraNevada

(Figure3, Tables1, 6 and7). Theroot-mean-square
(rms)
valuesof theresiduals
arequitesmall,0.3 mm/yr(north)
and 0.8 mm/yr (east), considerablysmaller than the
independently
estimatedGPS velocityerrors,with rms
values1.0mm/yr(north)and1.6 mm/yr(east)( Table1).
Themaximumrateresidualis 1.3 mm/yr, andthe mean
rateresidualis 0.8 mm/yr,compared
to themeanrateerror,

block;suchis notthecase(seenextparagraph).Bowdenet
at. [1997] note that postseismic
effectsassociated
with the
1952 Kern County earthquakewere high in the decade
followingthe earthquake
andthendropped
significantly
in
the followingdecades,consistentwith our observations.

We split the stationsinto two groups,definingseparate

1.5 mm/yr. Theseresidualsare smallerthan the residuals Euler vectorsfor the northernblock (CMBB, ORVB,

forsimilardataandmodels
formajorplates[e.g.,Dixonet SUTB, TIOG and UCD1) and southernblock (CEDA,
at., 1996, Dixon and Mao, 1997; DeMetsand Dixon, CMBB, KMED, SPRN andTIOG)to investigate
possible
1999;Norabuenaet at., 1999]. The residualsreflecteither differential motion.

The data are insufficient to der'me

themagnitude
of non-rigid
blockbehavior
or, morelikely, theseblockswith completely
independent
data,so CMBB
the effect of observationalerrors. Thus we cannot conclude and TIOG near the centerof the block (Figure 3) are

thattheSierraNevadablockis asrigidor morerigidthan commonto eachgroup. The 95% confidence
regionsfor
majorplates;it couldbe lessrigid, but the level of non- the two Euler poles have significantoverlap,and the
rigidity in each case is well below the current GPS

rotationratesagreewithin one standarderror (Table 6),
detection
limit. The relativemagnitudes
of the residuals suggesting
thattheentireregionbehaves
as a singlerigid
andindependently
estimatedvelocityerrorssuggestthat block within observational error.

our errorestimatesmay be conservative,
consistent
with the

The GPS residuals for the best fit Sierra Nevada block

inferencefrom the Z2 tests. If the residualswere Euler vector (Table 7) are similar to or smallerthan the
significantlylarger than the error estimates,this would velocityresiduals
for the old, coldcontinental
lithosphere
imply either that we had underestimated
the errors or that comprisingstable North America [DeMets and Dixon,
the SierraNevadablockis not rigid. Similarconclusions 1999]. Seismicdata [Wernickeet al., 1996] as well as
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geothermometryfrom xenoliths in Cenozoic volcanics
[Duceaand Saleeby,1996] have suggested
the presence
of
hot asthenosphere
nearthe baseof thinned easternSierran
crust. Apparentlythe rigidity of the Sierra Nevada block
hasnotyet beenaffectedby the additionalheat by amounts
greaterthan our observationalerror. Perhaps crustal
thinningandbasalheatingon the easternmarginarerecent
phenomena,
suchthattherehasnot yet beensufficienttime
for the strong, brittle upper crust to warm and weaken
significantly.
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Nevada motion providing the kinematic boundary
condition,is one way to quantifysuchmissingmotion,

and more generallyprovidesa test of kinematicmodels.
We illustrate
thisherewithseveralexamples.
A simple transectapproximatelyperpendicular
to a
small circle describingPacific-North America motion
passesfrom the centerof the stableSierraNevadablock,
acrossnorthernOwensValley near OVRO, south of the
centralNevada seismic belt, through Ely Nevada, and
across
the Wasatchfault zonenearSalt Lake City to the
ColoradoPlateau(Figure 1). A more northerntransect
throughcentralNevadaencounters
a differentstyle of
4.2. Block Rotation and "Missing" Motion
deformationpartitioning,in particularthe centralNevada
seismicbelt [Pezzopane
and Weldon,1993; Bennettet al.,
Rotation of continental blocks about vertical axes within
1998;
Thatcher
et
al.,
1999] (Figure 1) but the same
or neartheblocksis an important
component
of continental
kinematic
boundary
condition
(Sierra Nevada motion)
deformation,
as documented
by numerouspaleomagnetic
should apply. The Wasatchfault zone and the faults
studies. Argus and Gordon [1991] suggested
that the
the easternCaliforniashearzone(e.g., Owens
SierraNevadablock undergoescounterclockwise
rotation comprising
Valley
and
Fish
Lake Valley fault zones;Figures1 and3)
about a proximal vertical axis, located-•10ø from the
southwest
marginof the block. The new GPS datado not arethe only two major activefault systemscrossedin the
supportrotationof the block abouta proximalaxis, rather, more southern transect. Deformation accommodating
northwestmotion of the SierraNevadais partitionedon a
the block undergoesslow counterclockwise
rotation,with
regionalscalebetweenthese two zones, respectivelythe
the pole of rotationrelativelyfar from the blockboundary
easternand westernboundariesof the Basin and Range
(Table 6).
Our new rotation rate (0.28ø/Myr) is
province, with east-west extension on the north-south
intermediate
betweenthe rotationratesproposed
by Argus
striking Wasatchfault zone, and dominantlyright-lateral
and Gordon (0.61ø/Myr) and Hearn and Humphreys
strike-slipon the northweststrikingeasternCaliforniashear
[1998] (0.13ø/Myr). Most of the Sierransite velocity
zone [Dokka and Travis, 1990; Savageet al., 1990; Dixon
azimuthslie closeto the azimuthof present-day
Pacificet al., 1995; Hearn and Humphreys,1998]. Dixon et al.
North America motion [DeMets and Dixon, 1999]
[1995] comparedregional VLBI and SLR (satellite laser
calculatedat the respectivesite locations. The northern
ranging)
datato local deformationdataand suggested
that
stationson the block interior (ORVB and SUTB) have
velocityazimuths---10ø more westerlyrelative to southern Basin and Range deformationwas largely restrictedat
geodetic
interiorstations(CEDA and SPRN), perhapsreflectingthe presentto thesetwo marginalzones. Subsequent
studies
have
both
refuted
this
simple
picture
[Bennett
et
kinematicconsequences
of fastereast-westextensionin the
al., 1998] and confirmedit [Thatcheret al., 1999]. Part of
northernBasin and Rangecomparedto the southernBasin
and Range [e.g., Shen-Tu et al., 1998; Bennett et al., the problemis that the nature of partitioningis almost
certainlynot constantthroughoutthe province. Also,
1999]. This resultsin a small component
of convergence
partitioningof extensional(-east-west)motion and strikenormal to the San Andreasfault, dependingon latitude.
slip motion associatedwith the easternCalifornia shear
We can calculatethis using the new SierraNevadaEuler
zone
needto be consideredseparately(extensioncould be
vector, the new estimate of Pacific-North America motion
diffuse,
while strike-slipmotion could be concentrated
in
[DeMetsand Dixon, 1999] and known motion on the San
the
shear
zone;
e.g.,
Bennett
et
al.,
[1998]).
Finally,
it
has
Andreasfault (e.g., Table 5). At 36øN on the San Andreas
beendifficult to accuratelyaccountfor the effectsof timefault,we calculate4+2 mm/yr of fault-normalconvergence,
correlatederror inherentin any spacegeodetictechnique,
as well as an additional3+2 mm/yr of right lateralslip,
of the samedata [e.g.,
some of which is likely accommodated
west of the San leadingto conflictinginterpretations
Andreasfault basedon the distributionof seismicityand
mappedfaults(Figure 1).
4.3. Deformationin the Basinand RangeProvince
Motion

of the Sierra Nevada block relative to stable

NorthAmericais a measure
of integrated
BasinandRange
deformation,
andshouldbe equivalent
to the vectorsumof
slip rates on individual faults and other deformation
sources
acrossthe BasinandRange[Minsterand dordan,
1987; Humphreysand Weldon, 1994; Holt and Haines,
1995]. Of course,somemotionmay be missedbecause
it
occurson unrecognizedfaults, or is accommodatedvia
diffuseaseismicdeformation
or as magmaticstrain[e.g.,
Parsons et al., 1998].

Vector summation, with Sierra

Savage, 1998]. Since even small amountsof deformation

canhaveimportanttectonicand naturalhazardimplications
[Wernickeet al., 1998; Connor et al., 1998], we revisit
this issueusing vector summationand the new data and
error model.

We will

show that Sierra Nevada

block

motionsuppliesa usefulkinematicboundaryconditionfor
modelsof interiorBasin and Range deformation,that the
currentdatasuggestthatdeformationis largelyrestrictedto
the easternand westernboundaryzones,but that up to 3
mm/yr of interior deformationis allowed by the vector
summationapproachwithin uncertainties,a value that is
consistent
with backgroundseismicityin the interior(e.g.,
Figure 1).
Implicit in the vectorsummationapproachas usedhere
is the assumptionthat the site velocity relativeto stable
North Americais a monotonicallyincreasingfunctionof
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distancefrom the craton,with no changesin the sign of the

equivalentwithin errorsto the VLBI-basedvaluegiven by

velocitygradient.In otherwords,givenonlythe kinematic Dixonet al. [ 1995](98øñ12øwestof north). Sincethe two
techniquesand with
boundarycondition(SierraNevada motion), we cannot azimuthsarederivedby independent
independently
defined
reference
frames,
we take the
preclude
thepossibility
thatthevelocity"signal"associated
with a zoneof convergence
is coincidentally
cancelled
by indicatedwesterly motion of the site to be a robust
an adjacent
regionof extensionin the sparselysampled estimate, and note that it differs significantly (95%
from the directionof overallplatemotion and
interior of the Basin and Range, with correspondinglyconfidence)
highertotal deformationthan that estimatedfrom our the direction of Sierra Nevada motion, both northwest
simplevectorsummationapproach.However,available within small uncertainties. This is consistent with models
kinematic data for the interior [Bennett et al., 1998; thatdriveBasinandRangeextension
by stresses
otherthan
Thatcheret al., 1999] currentlyshowno evidenceof such or in additionto plate boundarytraction[Sonderet al.,
velocityreversals
beyond95% confidence
intervals. Also 1986; Joneset al., 1996; Thatcher et al., 1999; Sonder
we areawareof no significantthrustfault earthquakes
in and Jones,1999]. However,our datado not requiresuch
models,as the displacement
(or strain)directiondoesnot
the historicrecordfor the region.
4.3.1. Deformation near the eastern boundary of the Basin
uniquelydefinethe stressdirection. ELYA's westward
andRangeprovince.Dixon et al. [1995] estimated4.94-1.3 velocityazimuthprobably
doesdefinethemeanextension
mm/yrof motionat Ely Nevadain the centralBasinand direction across the Wasatch fault zone, essentially
to the local,north-south
trendof the range
Range
relative
to stable
NorthAmerica,
onthe basisof a perpendicular
limited numberof VLBI experiments
conducted
between front(Figure1). Thus, thereis no evidence
for oblique
1984 and 1990. This site is sufficientlyfar from the extension.
Wasatch
faultzoneandnearbyfaultsthat localizedelastic The similaritybetweenthe local and regionalvelocity
straineffectscan be ignoredfor purposes
of estimating estimates across the Wasatch fault also places some
onthemagnitude
of elasticstraineffectson the
long-term
slip ratefrom the geodetic
data,but slip on constraints
possible
additional
faultsneartheWasatch
faultwouldalso fault and fault geometry. Savage et al. [1992] fit
bereflectedin this site'svelocity. The new GPS datafor trilateration data from the local Wasatch network to a
Ely (ELYA in Tables1-3) indicate3.44-1.2mm/yr of standard(fully locked)elasticstrainmodel to estimate
westward motion relative to stable North America. Our long-term
(far-field)faultsliprates.Theyobtained5.64-2.0
newvelocityis similarto thevalueof 2.5 mm/yrof west mm/yrof fault slip assuminga 60ø dippingplanarfault
directedextensionfor the easternprovinceestimatedby geometry,
equivalent
to 2.7 mm/yr of horizontal
east-west
and7.64-1.6mm/yrof fault slipfor a listricfault
Hearn and Humphreys
[1998] on the basisof minimum extension,
strainenergyconsiderations.
geometry,
equivalent
to 7.54-1.6mm/yrof horizontal
eastThevelocityof ELYA probablyrepresents
an upperlimit west extension. The new velocity data for ELYA are not
for the rate of horizontal extension across the Wasatch fault
permissive
of the high far-fieldratesimpliedby the latter
zone. Published extension rates across local networks
model, suggestingeither that a listtic model is
or if the fault is listtic, that a simplefully
spanningthe Wasatchfault zone near 41ø N include inappropriate,
2.64-0.6mm/yr from trilateration[Savageet a/.,[1992] and lockedmodel is inappropriate,i.e., some motion may
2.74-1.3mm/yr from GPS [Martinez et al., 1998]. The occur aseismically.
4.3.2. Integrated deformationacrossthe westernboundary
small differencebetweenthe ELYA velocityand local rate
estimates(0.84-1.3mm/yr usingthe local rate estimateof of the Basin and Rangeprovince. The easternCalifornia
Savageet al. [1992]) may reflectthe influenceof elastic shearzone[Dokkaand Travis, 1990; Savageet al., 1990]
strain accumulation
on the fault zone and/or the
accommodates
124-2 mm/yr of right-lateralslip in the
contribution of additional faults outside the local networks; MojaveDesert,orientedN39øW4-5
ø [Sauberet al., 1994].
in eithercasethe sum of these effectsis apparentlyquite North of the Garlock fault this motion is accommodated on
small. Based on the similarity betweenour regional two or threeactivestrike-slipfaults,whosetotal slip rate
extensionestimate from ELYA and the two independent sums to 114-2 mm/yr, based on VLBI and SLR
local extension rate estimates for the Wasatch fault zone
observations
at OVRO and a simple elasticstrainmodel
[Dixon
et
al.,
1995]. Our new datarefinethisestimate.
[Savageet al., 1992; Martinez et al., 1998], we suggest
The vector difference between the motion of the Sierra
thatthe Wasatchfault zoneis the only significantpresently
activeextensionalstructurebetweenEly Nevada and eastern Nevadablock,definedby our Euler vector,andthe motion
North America. Dixon et al. [1995] suggestedthe same of ELYA is an estimateof integratedeasternCalifornia
in
thing using less precisedata. Thatcher et al. [1999] shearzonedeformationplus any additionaldeformation
reached a somewhat different conclusion based on a GPS
the interiorof the Basin and Rangewest of ELYA (Figure
transectnear39ø N, distributingslip betweenthe Wasatch 4). Thisvectordifference(114-1mm/yrorientedN37øW) is
fault zone and the Drum Mountain fault 100 km to the
equivalentwithin errorsto the localestimateof Sauberet
west. This may indicatea changein the partitioningof al. [1994] (12 mm/yr, N39øW), implying that additional
deformationalong strike, but distinguishingamong the motion in the interior of the Basin and Range is small.
wasreachedby Dixon et al. [1995] by
possibilities
is probablynearthe resolvingpower of current The sameconclusion
data.
comparingVLBI and SLR regionaldeformationdata to
Our estimateof the azimuth of ELYA's velocity relative localdeformationdata,andby Thatcheret al. [1999] based
to stableNorth America, 80ø4-14
ø west of north (Table 2) is on a GPS transectacrossthe Basin and Rangenear latitude
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Figure 4. Velocityvectordiagram,illustrating
predicted
motionof the SierraNevadablock relativeto stable

NorthAmerica(solid line, SIERRA)for a transect
perpendicular
to platemotionnearOVRO. Measured
motionat ELYA(dashed
line,EBR;Table2) represents
motionof theeastern
BasinandRangerelativeto
stableNorthAmerica,mainlyextensionacrossthe Wasatchfaultzone. VectordifferencebetweenSIERRA and

EBRrepresents
motionon theeastern
Californiashearzone(ECSZ)plusanyadditionaldeformation
in the
BasinandRange
interior.ECSZdeformation
includes
rightlateralshearontheFishLakeValleyfaultzone

(dashed
line,FLVF)at8.4mm/yr,
andright-lateral
shear
ontheOwens
Valleyfaultzone(OVF)at 3.0mm/yr
(Figure5). Measuredmotionon thesetwo faultscloselymatchestotal motionbetweenthe centralSierra
NevadaandELYA, implyingthat no significantmotionis "missed"on thistransect.

39øN. A velocityprofilethroughnorthernOwensValley with the velocitypredictedby the new Euler vector,i.e.,
(next section)directly measureseasternCalifornia shear the velocity expectedif thesestationswere locatedon the
zonedeformation,
andgivesan equivalentresult.
stableblock interior. In all cases,sites within the block
4.3.3. Partitioning of deformation within the eastern have velocitiesthat match the Euler vector prediction
California shear zone. The slip rates of many of the withinthe95% confidence
region,including
thosenot used
individualfaults comprisingthe easternCaliforniashear to generatethe bestfitting Euler vector(TIOG, KMED and
zone are not well known. In this section we show how the UCD 1), while siteson the margin(QUIN, OVRO, WGRD,
newEulervectorcanplaceconstraints
on theseslip ratesat WMTN and OASI) havevelocitiesthat are significantly
certainlocations,even wherelocal data are limited (of slowerthanthepredicted
velocity. This is not surprising;
course uncertainties are reduced if additional local data are all of the latter group of sites are locatedwithin the
available). We also showthat accuratefault slip rate seismicallyactiveboundaryzone (Figure 1). An Euler
estimatesin this regionbasedon geodesyrequiresome vectorfor the SierraNevadablock basedmainly on data
knowledgeof past earthquakehistory due to time- fromOVROandQUINCY wouldtherefore
predicta Sierra
dependentviscoelasticeffectsin the lower crust.
Nevadavelocitythat is biasedto slow values,as thesesites
Figure 3 shows the GPS-basedvelocities relative to do not lie on the blockinteriorandareaffected
by elastic
stableNorthAmericafor OVRO, QUIN, and otherstations strainaccumulation
on itseasternmargin.We cantakethis
neartheeastern
marginof theSierraNevadablock,together onestepfurther:the differencebetweenobservedmotion at
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thesesitesand motion predictedby our new Euler vector show a total of 5 M>_5.5 events on this fault since 1836.
can be used to estimate slip rates on the major nearby Although Holoceneslip ratesare not publishedfor this
faults, as describedbelow.
fault, one segment(the Indian Valley fault) is knownto
4.3.3.1.Deformationnear QUIN: At Quincy, California, have experienced
Holocenedisplacement[Jenningsand
the difference vector between predicted Sierra Nevada Saucedo,1994]. Assumingthat the velocity differenceat
velocity and the observedvelocity at QUIN (e.g., 3.1+1.1 QUIN is dueto slip only on thesetwo faults, we cansolve
mm/yr northwestusingthe GPS resultin Table2), requires for the slip rate of the Mohawk Valley fault assuming
the
a minimum of severalmm/yr of right-lateralstrike-slip geologicalsliprate for the HoneyLake fault,usingthe new
motion on northwest striking faults near QUIN.
One Eulervectorto predictthe motion of a "pseudosite"
on the
candidateis the Honey Lake fault zone, -50 km northeast block interior,far from the fault (Figure 5a). Earthquake
of QUIN, with a Holoceneslip rate of 2 mm/yr [Wills and history and recurrenceinterval are not known here, so we
Borchardt, 1993]. Another candidate is the Mohawk revertto the simple elastichalf-spacemodel [Savageand
Valley fault zone, the linear valley with intense Burford,1973]in placeof the viscoelasticcouplingmodel,
microseismicitywhere QUIN is located [Goter et al.,
linearly superposing
resultsto representtwo parallelfaults
1994]. A magnitude 6 earthquakeis believed to have [e.g., Dixon et at., 1995]. The limited data are fit by a
occurredon the Mohawk Valley fault zone in 1888 model that hasthe Mohawk Valley fault zone slippingat
[Toppozadaet al., 1981]. Hill et al. [1991] show two 6+3mm/yr(Figure5a). Modelsthatdistribute
6-8 mm/yr
focal mechanismsnorthwest of Lake Tahoe near Truckee,

of slip equallyon the MohawkValley and HoneyLake

California that are consistentwith right lateral strike-slip fault zonesfit the data nearlyas well. Thatcheret at.
events on a northwest-strikingfault in this area, with [1999] showa velocity changeof 6-7 mm/yr nearthis
magnitudesof 5.4 (1980) and 6.0 (1966) (seealso Tsai and region,consistent
with eithertypeof model.
Deformation across the central Nevada seismic belt
Aki [ 1970] and Hawkins et al. [ 1986]). Goter et al. [ 1994]

(Figure1) canalsobe estimated
by comparing
totalSierra
NevadamotionnearQUIN to the vector sum of motion in
I
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SierraNevadablocknear(a) Quincy,California,and (b,c)
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modelonlyis used,andmajorfaultsareMohawkValleyfault
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Figure5. Simplestrainaccumulation
models
fortwo parallel
strike-slip
faultsin an elastichalf-space
[Dixonet at., 1995]
or anelasticlayerovera viscoelastic
half space[Savageand
Lisowski, 1999] comparedto fault-parallel velocity
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fixedat2 mm/yr[WillsandBorchardt,
1993]andMVFslip
ratevaried(3, 6 and 9 mm/yr). Velocity for centralSierra
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Nevada(SNEV)nearBriggs,California(39.4øN,121.7øW)
calculated
fromEulervectoror site velocity dataat SUTB,
ORVBandQUIN(Tables2, 6 and8). In Figures5b and 5c,
similarmodelsareshownfor the OwensValley(OVF)and

I

FishLake Valley (FLF) fault zones. 5b: FLF rate is fixed at 6
mm/yr[Dixonet at., 1995; Reheisand Dixon, 1996; Bennett

I FLF=6
mm/yrJ
-

et aL, 1997] (seetext), andOVF slip rateis varied(3 and 7
mm/yr,dashedlines, and 5 mm/yr, solid line). SNEVrate

I

calculated
for a pointeastof Fresno(36.8øN,119.5øW).In
this model, no active faults are assumed between FLF and

El0

ELYA.Figure5c showsa closeup of datain centralpartof

' WGRD

Figure 5b, with additional strain accumulationmodels. First

•WMTN

number
showssliprateon OVF,second
numbershowsslip
rateonFLF. Heatflow data(small circles)fromBlackwellet

al. [1991]. Notecoincidence
of highlateralgradients
in heat

,OASI

flow andsurfacevelocity. Thin solidlines showelastichalfmm/yr-

GFLD

ELYA

space(EHS)modelswith equivalentsummedslip rate(11
mm/yr)but differentpartitioningof slip betweenOVF and
FLF. No EHS model fits all data within one standard error.

mm/yr••x,-- Viscoelasticcoupling(VEC)modelfor 3.0 mm/yrslip on
mm/yr
-100

0

100

200

Distance (km)

300

OVF, 8.4 mm/yrsliponFLF (heavysolidlineis summed
rate,
dashed
linesareindividualfaultrates),with viscosity1020
400

Pa-sec,and lockingdepth,recurrence
intervalanddate of last

earthquake
for OVF andFLF of 8 km, 1200 yearsand 1872
AD, and12km,900yearsand1400AD, respectively.
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Figure 5. (continued)
(Table 8). Figures5b and 5c show a velocitytransect
perpendicular
to the meanshearzonetrend,comparing
the
fault-parallel
ratecomponent
of siteswithin 50 km of the
transect
(all sitesexceptELYA actuallylie within15km of
thetransect)
withmodelsfor two parallelstrike-slipfaults,
theOwensValley-WhiteMountainfault zoneandthe Fish
LakeValleyfaultzone,the two fault zonescomprising
the
shearzonein thisregion.Thetwo faultsdiffer in strikeby
-•20ø, but givendataandmodeluncertainties,
the parallel
fault approximation
is probablyadequate.The transect
beginsat a point in the centralSierraNevada(36.8øN,
Thatcher et al. [ 1999].
119.5øW),passes
throughour sitenearGoldfield,Nevada
4.3.3.2. Deformation near OVRO: OVRO's velocity is
between
alsodeficientcomparedto the centralSierraNevadablock, (GOLD),andendsnearELYA (Figure1), passing

the easternBasin and Range (from ELYA) and motion
acrossthe Mohawk Valley-Honey Lake fault zone, if we
assume no intervening deformation sources(i.e., our
estimateis a maximum). Taking the motion acrossthe
MohawkValley-HoneyLakefaultzoneat 6-8 mm/yr (from
the model in Figure 5a) at an azimuth 320ø (from a map)
we estimate44-2 mm/yr at 300ø4.10
ø for motion acrossthe
central Nevada seismic belt (e.g., extension roughly
perpendicularto the trend of major normal faults),
equivalentwithin uncertainties
to the directmeasurement
of

in largepartbecauseit is locatedwithin the OwensValleyWhite Mountain fault zone and thus is affectedby strain
accumulation on both this fault zone and the Fish Lake

sites WMTN and WGRD on the White Mountain block,

andpassing
10km northof OVRO. Thedataconstrain
the
slip rateof the OwensValley-WhiteMountainfault zone

north of 37øN and the Fish Lake Valley fault zone
immediately to the northeast. We have no site on the
stable Sierra Nevada block near this transect, but the new
Euler vectorallows an accurateestimateof the velocity at
fault, and closeto the latitude (37.2øN) where the Owens arbitrarylocationson the block. Our data are sensitiveto
Valley faulttransitions
to the White Mountainfault via a the integratedslip rate across the Owens Valley-White
right step. The DeepSpringsfault actsto transferright- Mountain fault zone and the Fish Lake Valley fault zone,
lateralslipfrom the OwensValley fault zoneto the south, but are lesssensitiveto the partitioningof slip betweenthe
acrossthe Deep Springsnormal fault, to the Fish Lake two fault zones, separatedby only about 40 km on this
Valley fault zoneto the north [Reheisand Dixon, 1996]. transect. The integratedslip rate from these data (114.1
Recentwork on the Deep Springsfault suggeststhat its mm/yr, Figures 5b and 5c) is equivalentto the estimate
long-termhorizontalslip rate is -1 mm/yr [Lee et al., based on vector difference(Figure 4) that included a
2000]. Thus we expectthe slip rate of the OwensValley componentof deformationin the interior of the Basin and
fault zone south of 37øN to be -1 mm/yr fasterthan the Range. Thusthe fault-parallelcomponentof any additional
rate to the north.
deformationbetweenthe Fish Lake Valley fault zone and
It is usefulto resolvethe velocitycomponents
of sites ELYA is small and possiblyzero. At 95% confidence,the
nearthe easternCaliforniashearzone into components
that maximum integrated fault-parallel slip rate across the
areparallelandperpendicular
to the meanshearzonetrend interiorBasinandRangeallowedby our datais 3 mm/yr.

Valley faultzoneimmediatelyto the east(Figures1 and3).
Here we distinguishbetweenthe Owens Valley-White
Mountainfault zonesliprate southandnorthof 37øN, the
latitudeof the valley'sintersection
with the Deep Springs
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The stronggradientin surfacevelocityacrossthis part of
thewesternBasinandRange(Figure5b) is striking. This
velocitygradientis incompatiblewith modelsrequiringa
moreor lessconstantstrainrate acrossthe Basinand Range
between stable North

America

and stable Sierra Nevada.

Instead, it suggests that most of the present-day
deformation in the Basin and Range province that
accommodates northwest motion

of the Sierra Nevada is

concentrated
in the westernboundaryof the province, at
leastfor thistransect(seenextparagraphfor the limitations
of this argument). In the vicinity of the transect,
essentially all of this deformation appears to be
concentrated
in a zone of mainly strike-slip faulting less
than 50 km

wide

on the Sierra Nevada

block's

eastern
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summedslip rate acrossthe Death Valley-FurnaceCreek
and HunterMountain-PanamintValley fault zonesis 5+1
mm/yr [Bennettet al., 1997]. By differencing
our new
estimateof total slip rate acrossthe easternCaliforniashear
zone(11+1 mm/yr)andthe publishedslip rateestimatefor
the Death Valley and Hunter Mountain systems (5+1
mm/yr), the slip rate of the OwensValley fault zonesouth
of 37øN would be 6+ 1 mm/yr. Publishedestimatesfor the
slip rate on the Owens Valley fault zone include 7+1
mm/yr from trilaterationdata fit to an elasticstrainmodel
[Savageand Lisowski, 1995], 4+1 mm/yr from VLBI and
SLR data at OVRO and an elasticstrain model [Dixon et
al., 1995], and 2+1 mm/yr based on geological data
[Beanlandand Clark, 1994]. Thusthe publishedestimates
differ significantly.
North of 37.3øN,the Hunter Mountain-PanamintValley
fault zonedisappears
in a seriesof north striking normal
faults,near the intersectionof the Death Valley- Furnace
Creekfault zoneandthe Fish Lake Valley fault zone(e.g.,
Figure 1 of Dixon et al., 1995]. Kinematic arguments
suggestthat essentiallyall of the motion on the combined
Hunter Mountain-PanamintValley plus Death Valley-

boundary. This region of high surfacevelocity gradient
coincideswith a region of rapid change in heat flow
betweenthe easternSierra margin and the westernBasin
andRange(Figure 5c), as well as high lateralgradientsin
electricalresistivityin the middle crust[Park et al., 1996]
and P wave velocity in the uppermantle [Humphreysand
Dueker, 1994; Dueker, 1998]. These correlationssuggest
that the surfacevelocity distributionclosely reflectsdeepseatedprocesses
or structure,andnot simply local variation Furnace Creek fault zones is transferred into the Fish Lake
Valley fault zone [Dixon et al., 1995; Reheisand Dixon,
in uppercrustalstructure.
This narrow zone of deformationand correspondingly 1996; Reheisand Sawyer, 1997]. In addition, north of its
with the Deep Springsfault (the locationof our
high velocity gradienthas implicationsfor contemporary intersection
strain rate estimatesfor the Basin and Range province. transect),the Fish Lake Valley fault zone acquiresan
Theserates are sometimescalculatedby taking estimated additional 1 mm/yr of slip, suggestinga total of 6+1
SierraNevada motion, and dividing by the width of the mm/yr if we assumethe elastichalf-spacemodel of Bennett
entire
BasinandRangeprovince
(-103km)or anassumedet al., [1997]. This would suggestthat the OwensValleywidth for the actively deforming boundary zone, often White Mountainfault zonenorth of 37øN slips at a rate of
takenas severalhundredkm. The datain Figure 5b and 5c about5+1 mm/yr (11+1 mm/yr - 6+lmm/yr; Figure5b). If
indicate that, at least for this location, the zone of active the Fish Lake Valley fault zone insteadslips at 4 mm/yr,
deformation is restricted to a few 10's of km in width.
whichis allowedby availabledatawithin 95% confidence,
However, the width of the actively deforming zone, as then the slip on this segmentof the Owens Valley fault
indicatedby the location of active faults and seismicity, zone would be correspondinglyhigher, 7 mm/yr, an
widensconsiderablybothnorthand southof this particular estimate consistent with the available GPS data if we use
location(e.g., Figure 1). This suggeststhat strainratesin an elastic half-spacemodel (Figure 5c) but inconsistent
theregionmay exhibit a high degreeof spatialvariability, with availablegeologicdataand inconsistent
with the GPS
and mean strain rate estimates for the entire Basin and
dataif we insteaduse a viscoelasticcouplingmodel (see

Rangeprovince,aswell as generalizations
concerning
the
width of the deformingboundaryzones, may not be
particularly
meaningful.Mappingthe spatialvariabilityin
deformation,andunderstanding
its origins,is an important
futuregoalfor BasinandRangestudies.
Why is the deformation
zoneassociated
with the eastern

nextparagraph
andFigu•'e
5c). Forthedatain Figure5b,

the bestfit (minimumZ ) estimatefor the elastichalf-space
solution is 6+2 mm/yr for the Owens Valley-White
Mountain fault zone and 5+2 mm/yr for the Fish Lake

Valleyfaultzone,withreduced
Z2= 0.5. Thisis

essentiallyidenticalto the estimateof Savageand Lisowski
[1995] for the Owens Valley fault zone south of 37øN
Valley comparedto regions north and south? One basedon terrestrialgeodeticdata and an elastichalf space
possibility
is thatLongValley Caldera,partof a long-lived model (7+ 1 mm/yr), recallingthe expectedrate differential
volcaniccenteractive for the last few million years, has of 1 mm/yr north and southof 37øN.
Our fault slip rate estimatefor the OwensValley-White
locally heated and weakened the crust, focussing
deformation
in thisparticulararea(Figures1 and3).
Mountainfault zoneusingan elastichalf-spacemodel (6+2
Slip rateestimatesfor the individualfaultscomprising mm/yr, or 7+2 mm/yr south of 37øN) is fasterthan the
the shearzone can be estimatedas follows. South of 37øN, geologic estimate of 2+ 1 mm/yr [Beanland and Clark,
the eastern California shear zone consists of three sub- 1994]. Part of this difference could reflect the fact that the
parallelfaults. From eastto west theseare the Death geodeticestimateintegratesmotion acrossthe entire fault
California shear zone so narrow at the north end of Owens

Valley-Furnace
Creek,HunterMountain-Panamint
Valley, zone and is indicative of the overall differential motion at
and Owens Valley-White Mountain fault zones, all depth,while the geologicestimatereflectsmotion on wellnorthwestto north-northweststriking faults (Figure 1). developedstrandsof the fault with surfaceexpression.
GPSdatafit to an elastichalf-spacemodel suggestthat the Dixon et al. [1995] suggestedthat the OwensValley fault
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is a relativelyyoungfeature.Suchfaultsmay not haveyet
developeda clear, throughgoingsurfaceexpression,
and
hencethedifference
between
geodetic
andgeologicslip rate
estimates
couldbe significant.

NEVADA

Table 8.

Shear Zone

Veloci_ty,mm/yr

Parallel
a'b

discrepancy
betweenthe geologicrate and geodeticrates
basedon an elastic half-spacemodel. We can use the

viscoelastic
couplingmodel (equation3) to investigate
this. Ratherthanusethe defaultparameter
valueslistedin
Table 5 to constrainthe model, we can exploit the
relativelyhigh datadensityin ourtransectto estimatesome
of the poorlydetermined
parameters.Specifically,we fix
the dateof the last earthquake
on the OwensValley fault
zoneto 1872,fix the lockingdepthson the OwensValley
andFishLakeValley faultzonesto 8 and 12 km [Dixonet
al., 1995], and adjustthe remainingsix parameters
to

obtainbest fit values(two slip rates, two earthquake

Valleyfaultzone,
andlower
crustal
viscosity•.
Thebestfit
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Velocity Components Perpendicular and

Parallel to Eastern California

However,the long-termviscoelasticeffectsof the 1872
Owens Valley earthquakemay also explain part of the

recurrenceintervals, date of last event on the Fish Lake

MOTION

.

ab

Perpendicular
'

SNEVc

12.5+ 0.7

4.5 + 0.9

OVRO
d

10.2+ 0.8

3.1+ 0.8

WGRD

7.4 + 1.1

3.4 + 1.4

WMTN

6.4 + 0.8

1.7 + 1.0

OASI

4.5 + 1.9

-1.3 + 2.5

GFLD

1.8 + 1.9

-0.9 + 2.5

ELYA

2.0 + 1.0

2.7 + 1.1

a Velocity
relative
to stable
NorthAmerica,
Table2.
b

Assumed fault azimuth is 333 ø, mean of Owens

Valley and Fish Lake Valley fault zones

c Predicted
valueis from SierraNevadaEulervectorat
modelis shownin Figure5c, with reducedZ = 0.65. We
a point 36.8øN, 119.5øW.
obtainslipratesof 3.0+1.9 mm/yr and 8.4+2.0 mm/yr for
d
Mean velocity from Table 4.
the Owens Valley and Fish Lake Valley fault zones,
respectively.Best estimatesfor the otherparameters
are
listedin the figurecaption. Total right lateralslip rate
acrossbothfaultsin thismodel, 11.4+1.1 mm/yr, is better Sawyernotethat the slip ratemay havevariedwith time,
constrained
thanthe individualfault slip rates,as with the andmay be slowerat latertimes.
elastichalf spacemodel. The velocityprofilesfor the two
The three-dimensional
geometry
of the faultshasbeen

faults(Figure5c) differgreatly,because
the OwensValley ignored
in oursimplecoupling
model. Thatgeometry,
as
fault zoneis in the earlystagesof its earthquake
cycle, well asbetterdataon earthquake
historyto constrain
the
whilethe Fish LakeValley fault zoneapparently
is in the viscoelastic
responseof the lower crust and reducethe
late stagesof its cycle. Applying an elastichalf-space numberof adjustable
parameters,
needsto be incorporated
modelin this casewould causethe slip rateof the Owens in futuremodels
to improve
theaccuracy
of faultsliprate
Valley fault to be over-estimated
(due to the "additional" estimates
derivedfromgeodeticdata. Sincethe modelhas
velocitynearthe fault), andthe slip rateon the Fish Lake somesensitivityto earthquake
recurrence
intervaland date
Valley fault zoneto be slightly underestimated.Note also of lastearthquake,
it is alsopossible
thata dense
arrayof

thatthesummed
velocityprofilefor the two faultsis quite highqualitygeodeticdatacouldprovideusefulconstraints
asymmetric,and that the Fish Lake Valley fault zone on these parametersindependentof estimates from
causessignificantstrainaccumulationwell eastof the fault

paleoseismicstudies.

dueto its latestagein the earthquake
cycle.For example,
Figure4 is a vectordiagram,showingmotionof the
50 km fromthe fault,a geodetic
networkspanning
a 25 km SierraNevada
blockfromourEulervector(equivalent
to
aperture
would experience
about0.5 mm/yr of differential integrated
BasinandRangedeformation),
compared
to the
velocityduesolelyto strainaccumulation
on the Fish Lake sum of deformationacrossmajor known faults: eastern
Valleyfaultzone(seealsoSavageet al., [1999]). Accurate Basin and Range deformation(velocity of ELYA,
estimationof slip ratesfor minor faults in the Basin and essentially
representing
extension
across
the Wasatch
fault)
Rangeinteriornear the westernboundarywill therefore andstrike-slip
motiononthe Fish LakeValleyandOwens
requirean accurateaccountingof suchviscoelasticeffects Valley-White
Mountainfaultzones.Theequivalence
of the
SierraNevada vector and the summeddeformationvectors
andthe earthquake
cycle.
The fault slip rate estimatesfrom our viscoelastic (thefit is almostasgoodif we instead
usethe faultslip

coupling
modelarein reasonable
agreement
with geological ratesestimated
fromthe elastichalf space
model)suggests
estimates.The geologicalestimatefor slip on the Owens that no significantdeformationhas been missed in this
Valley fault zonesouthof 37øN (2+1 mm/yr; Beanland path,equivalent
to thestatement
thatthereis no significant
and Clark, 1994) is equivalentto our estimate(3.0+1.9 deformation
withintheinteriorof theBasinandRangeon
mm/yr+ 1 mm/yr = 4+2 mm/yr) within onestandarderror. thistransect,
withinobservational
error. However,
given
errorpropagation
in this vectorsummationapproach,
this

ReheisandSawyer[ 1997]give a detailedslip ratehistory
for varioussegments
of the Fish LakeValley fault zone.
For the main, straightsectionof the fault zone (Oasis
section),
theaveragerateafter620,000yearsBP is 9.5+2.2
mm/yr, equivalentto our estimateof presentday rate

is not a strongconstraint
on interiorBasinandRange
deformation,especially the extensional(east-west)
component. Also, as noted above, it assumesa monotonic

velocityprofile;only denseprofiles[Bennett
et al., 1998;
(8.4+2.0 mm/yr) within one standarderror. Reheis and Thatcheret al., 1999]cantestthisassumption.
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A smallamountof extensionperpendicular
to the trend
of the easternCalifornia shearzone is suggestedby the
differencein fault-perpendicular
velocitiesbetweenELYA
and the central Sierra Nevada (1.8+1.4 mm/yr; Table 8).

example,
nearQuincy,California,summed
right-lateral
slip
acrossthe Mohawk Valley and HoneyLake fault zonesis
8+3 mm/yr,basedonthevelocityof Quincyanda geologic
sliprateestimatefor theHoneyLakefault zone. Integrated
Most of this extension is accommodated between the Sierra
right lateralslip acrossthe easternCaliforniashearzonein
Nevadaand OASI, just eastof the Fish Lake Valley fault the vicinity of OVRO is 11.4+1.1 mm/yr, basedon a
zone, i.e., extensionis likely accommodated
on normal velocitytransectand a viscoelastic
couplingmodel. Of
acrossthe Owens
faultswithin OwensValley and Fish Lake Valley (Figure this total, 3+2 mm/yr is accommodated
3; Table 8). Savage and Lisowski [1995] estimated Valley-White Mountain fault zone north of 37øN, and 8+2
acrossthe Fish LakeValley fault
1.0+0.3 mm/yr of horizontal extension across Owens mm/yr is accommodated
Valley usinglevelingdataandan elasticstrainmodelfor a zone,consistent
with geologicalestimates.Together,these
dip-slipfault. Activeextensionhereis consistent
with the two faultsdefinea regionof steepvelocitygradienton the
valley'srelief, the observeddip-slipcomponentof motion easternboundaryof the Sierra Nevada block, spatially
on the Owens Valley fault during the 1872 earthquake
[Beanlandand Clark, 1994], and observeddip-slip motion
onthenearbyIndependence
fault,an activenormalfault on
the west side of Owens Valley. A small amount of
extension(few tenthsof mm/yr) also likely occursacross
Fish Lake Valley basedon geologicalstudies[Reheisand
Sawyer, 1997].

coincident with steep gradients in other geophysical
parameterssuch as heat flow. Earthquakehistory and
viscoelastic effects need to be considered in order to obtain

accurate
fault slip rate estimatesfrom geodeticdatain this
region. Vector summationand the kinematic constraint
from our Sierra Nevada Euler vector suggest little
deformation
in the interiorof the Basin and Rangeon one
We can estimate the amount of net extension between
particulartransect approximatelyperpendicularto plate
Fish Lake Valley and ELYA by subtractingextension motion through northern Owens Valley, assuming a
acrossOwens Valley (1.0+0.3 mm/yr) and Fish Lake monotonicvelocityprofileacrossthe region.
Valley (taken as 0.2-½0.2mm/yr) from total extension
betweenthe Sierra Nevada and ELYA (1.8-½1.4 mm/yr).
This gives0.6+1.4 mm/yr, permissiveof the -1 mm/yr of
Acknowledgments. We are grateful to the many
east-westextension acrossthe proposednuclear waste studentsand colleagueswho contributedto the field
repositoryat Yucca Mountain, Nevada estimated by campaigns
describedin this report,includingSteveFisher,
Wernickeet al. [1998].
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IGS networks, and accessto archives at JPL, SIO and
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sharingthese
present-daymotion of the Sierra Nevada block using data.Measurements
between1993and 1996were supported
geodeticdatafrom siteslocatedon the stableinteriorof the by NASA's Dynamicsof the Solid Earth program. The
block. The data indicatethat the block is rigid within 1998observations
wereperformedwith help from PeterLa
velocityuncertainties.Our Euler vectorpredictsnorthwest Femina, Ron Martin and Lena Krutikov, Center for Nuclear
motion of the block relative to stable North America at
WasteRegulatoryAnalyses,andsupportof JohnTrappand
fasterrates than previousestimates. We see no vertical Phil Justusat the U.S. NuclearRegulatoryCommission
motionwithin uncertainties,exceptat a site within Owens (NRC), under contractNRC-02-97-009. This paperis an
Valley east of the Sierra Nevada block, which may be independent
productand does not necessarilyreflect the
subsiding. We see no evidenceof rapid rotation of the views or regulatorypositionof NRC. Todd Williams and
Sierra Nevada block about a proximal pole; rather, it EdmundoNorabuena
helpedconstructseveralfigures. We
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and
translates
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